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Abstract
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have been increasingly replacing people in several appli-
cation domains—in which the majority suffer from data imbalance. In order to solve this
problem, published studies implement data preprocessing techniques, cost-sensitive and
ensemble learning. These solutions reduce the naturally occurring bias towards the major-
ity sample through ML. This study uses a systematic mapping methodology to assess 9927
papers related to sampling techniques for ML in imbalanced data applications from 7 dig-
ital libraries. A filtering process selected 35 representative papers from various domains,
such as health, finance, and engineering. As a result of a thorough quantitative analysis
of these papers, this study proposes two taxonomies—illustrating sampling techniques and
ML models. The results indicate that oversampling and classical ML are the most common
preprocessing techniques and models, respectively. However, solutions with neural networks
and ensembleMLmodels have the best performance—with potentially better results through
hybrid sampling techniques. Finally, none of the 35 works apply simulation-based synthetic
oversampling, indicating a path for future preprocessing solutions.
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1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) has been increasingly applied to domain areas in which data is
available for process automation. However, the training process is challenging sinceML algo-
rithms conceptually learn from balanced distributions [1]. Therefore, learning from unevenly
distributed samples can decrease both accuracy and reliability from the trained model. This
characteristic is called imbalance or unbalance [2].

Imbalanced data occur naturally in the majority of real-world problems. Nevertheless,
when the ratio between the minority andmajority—Imbalance Ratio (IR)—is low, the minor-
ity class tends to be ignored as noise [3].Consequently, theMLmodel becomes biased towards
the majority class, leading to more False Positives (FP) and less True Positives (TP) [4].

The solution for imbalanced data applications can be implemented in two levels [5]:

• Data: preprocessing data before learning through algorithms for undersampling the
majority sample, oversampling the minority sample, or both (hybrid sampling)—as illus-
trated in Fig. 1;

• Algorithmic: processing learning through algorithms optimized for imbalanced data,
such as cost-sensitive and ensemble ML models.

Algorithmic approaches optimize learning for specific application characteristics, being
hard to reapply models to other datasets. Conversely, data level solutions fix the imbalance
and allow the use of standard ML models [6]. Additionally, data level solutions enable
implementations in conjunction with ensemble MLmodels—further improving learning [7].

This study’smain objective is to reviewpapers solvingML in imbalanced data applications
through data level preprocessing techniques. Additionally, this paper details the analyzed
works’ domain areas and solutions—specifying current and effective sampling techniques
and ML models, and checking the use of simulation data, thus serving as a basis for future
works. Structured as a systematic mapping study, the search process found 9927 papers
through 7 digital libraries. From these, an eight-step filtering process selected 35 papers for
analyses and discussions.

Minority AddedMajority

Oversampling UndersamplingOriginal Hybrid

Removed

Fig. 1 Sampling types for imbalanced data preprocessing
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The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes related works and this study’s con-
tribution; Sect. 3 details the materials and methods used in this literature review; Sect. 4
answers research questions, discusses results, and presents taxonomies and illustrations of
the findings; and, finally, Sect. 5 provides conclusions and lessons learned from the study.

2 Related works

The researchmethod described in Sect. 3 yielded 5 reviews and surveys addressing techniques
for dealing with the imbalance problem generally [8–12]. Additionally, 19 reviews analyzed
solutions limited to specific applications [13–31].

This section describes general and application-limited reviews inSects. 2.1 and2.2, respec-
tively. Moreover, Sect. 2.3 details this study’s contribution.

2.1 General reviews and surveys

Kaur et al. [8] presented an in-depth literature review on the imbalanced data challenges
for ML. The paper extensively details solution methods in ML, exploring preprocessing
techniques, cost-sensitive learning, algorithm-centered and hybrid methods. The authors
structured and analyzed works through domain areas and corresponding applications. Addi-
tionally, the authors described and compared ML algorithms applied to metrics obtained in
the selected studies.

Felix and Lee [9] reviewed published studies on preprocessing techniques for general ML
applications. Thework focuses on evaluating the quality of published papers, highlighting the
score per data-related issues and preprocessing techniques—hence directing future works.

Spelmen and Porkodi [10] detailed solutions from papers handling imbalanced data on
both data and algorithmic levels—including hybridmodels. The study describes the proposed
solution and results for each work through a discussion organized by solution methods.

Susan and Kumar [11] surveyed studies on preprocessing techniques for ML applications.
The paper thoroughly describes samplingmethods and how each analyzedwork implemented
the proposed solutions. Finally, the survey also summarizes experimental procedures, details,
and reported results.

Shakeel et al. [12] reviewed works on preprocessing techniques for ML binary and mul-
ticlass classification. The authors briefly described classification algorithms, preprocessing,
and ensemble methods.

Furthermore, the reviewed papers [8–12] discuss strengths, weaknesses, applications, and
opportunities for future works. Table 1 outlines relevant topics of these papers: publication
year, data level preprocessing as the only solution method, ML-only applications, Quality
Assessment (QA), and primary focus. The topic is classified as “partially” when the study
covers other balancing solutions, such as cost-sensitive and ensemble learning, or applications
without ML.

2.2 Application-focused reviews and surveys

The research method also found 19 reviews addressing solutions for specific imbalanced
data and ML applications. These papers explore: classification algorithms [13–15], credit
risk evaluation [16], disease diagnosis [17–23], fault diagnosis [24, 25], transaction fraud
detection [26, 27], software defect prediction [28–30], and spam filtering [31]. Furthermore,
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34 V. Werner de Vargas et al.

Table 1 Details of topics from related works

Work Year Preprocessing ML QA Primary focus

[8] 2019 Partially Yes No Applications and results

[9] 2019 Yes Partially Yes Quality Assessment

[10] 2018 Partially Partially No Solution description

[11] 2020 Yes Yes No Solution description and results

[12] 2017 Partially Yes No Classification applications

someof these papers also limit reviewed studies by theMLalgorithms, covering only boosting
[14], Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [15], and Deep Learning (DL) [13, 21].

2.3 Contribution

Although there is a large number of studies addressing imbalanced data through preprocess-
ing, Felix and Lee [9] affirm that there is a lack of literature reviews in order to assert the
reliability of the proposed techniques.

Related works mainly focus on specific applications [13–31]. Additionally, other works
focus on describing the solutions proposed by the reviewed papers [8, 10–12], or assessing
their quality [9].

Conversely, this paper aims to quantitatively detail sampling techniques andMLmodels in
imbalanced data applications. This approach centers on structuring and analyzing publication
data from different domains. In this sense, the study enables the creation of 2 taxonomies
of sampling techniques and ML models tested in the reviewed studies. Additionally, this
analysis may outline novel findings on performance and correlation with domain areas.

The quantitative analysis evaluates the reliability of sampling techniques and ML models
through the number and relative performance by comparing the ratio between selected and
tested methods in the reviewed studies. Moreover, this study searches for simulation-based
solutions as support for future implementations.

Expanding related reviews from Table 1, this study covers both preprocessing and ML,
assessing the studies’ quality through answers for the Research Questions (RQs). Finally, the
publication date gap may also contribute by including recent studies. Related works covered
their most recent papers from 2017 [10, 12], 2018 [8, 9], and, more recently, 2020 [11].

3 Researchmethod

This paper applied a systematic mapping methodology for conducting an evidence-based
literature reviewof research publications addressing preprocessing techniques for imbalanced
data in ML applications. Generally used to identify, aggregate, and classify studies on the
research topic, the methodology aims to be unbiased and replicable [32, 33].

Oriented by the guidelines proposed by Petersen et al. [34], this systematic mapping
defined the following procedures: (1) Research Questions; (2) Search strategy; (3) Papers
filtering; and (4) Quality Assessment.
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Table 2 Research questions RQ# Description

GQ1 How have preprocessing techniques been used to
optimize Machine Learning from imbalanced
datasets?

FQ1 What are the domain areas of Machine Learning
applications with imbalanced datasets?

FQ2 Which preprocessing techniques are used to balance
imbalanced datasets for Machine Learning training?

FQ3 Are there any studies that use simulation data for
preprocessing imbalanced datasets?

FQ4 Which Machine Learning models are used in
imbalanced data applications?

FQ5 Which development tools are used for implementing the
proposed solutions? (programming language,
package, or software)

FQ6 Are there any correlations between domain areas and
preprocessing techniques or Machine Learning
models?

SQ1 How has the quantity of studies evolved? (publications
per year)

SQ2 Where have the studies been published? (type of venue
and digital library)

3.1 Research questions

Accurate RQs are the key to finding a good sample of articles on a domain area [35]. Hence,
a preliminary research and analyses of the resulting articles defined this study’s questions.
These questions guided the discovery and characterization of studies applying sampling
techniques for improving ML applications with imbalanced datasets.

This study divided RQs into three sets, shown in Table 2:

• General Question (GQ): it states the main research focus;
• Focused Questions (FQs): these 6 questions detail existing solutions in order to structure

models, identify patterns, limitations, and gaps for future research;
• Statistical Questions (SQs): these 2 questions comprise bibliography information for

chronological analysis and QA.

3.2 Search strategy

The study defined three steps for the search strategy: (1) specify search string; (2) select
databases; and (3) collect results. The first step identified the major terms and their most
relevant synonyms—based on preliminary research and related works. Subsequently, the
search string merged the major terms with their synonyms with Boolean operators. Table 3
presents the specified string.

The preliminary research found other combinations of search terms yielding numerous
results—such as “filtering” for “preprocessing”, and “class imbalance” for “imbalanced
data”. However, these synonyms created negative effects. For instance, “filtering” resulted
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Table 3 Search string Major term Search terms

Imbalanced data ((“imbalanced data” OR “imbalanced dataset”
OR “imbalanced data set” OR “unbalanced
data” OR “unbalanced dataset” OR
“unbalanced data set”)

AND

Preprocessing (preprocessing OR pre-processing OR
preparation)

AND

Machine Learning (“machine learning” OR “deep learning” OR
“artificial intelligence”))

in too many irrelevant signal noise reduction works, and “class imbalance” biased results
towards general classification problems.

Secondly, the search strategy encompassed 7 digital libraries: Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM), IEEE Xplore, Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), Sci-
ence Direct, Scopus, Springer Link, and Wiley. The selection of these libraries prioritized
well-known research sources withmultidisciplinary fields, which is essential to finding appli-
cations in various areas of knowledge—as suggested by Silva and Braga [36].

Finally, in addition to the search string as the search query, the research applied filters for
language and type of venue according to the filtering process—when available in the digital
library.

3.3 Papers filtering

The collected papers went through a filtering process, removing studies unrelated to sampling
techniques forMLapplications. The followingExclusionCriteria (EC) supported the filtering
process:

• EC1: The study is not written in English;
• EC2: The study venue is neither conference nor journal;
• EC3: The study matches the keywords defined in the search string, but the context is

different from the research purposes;
• EC4: The study is a literature review (Sect. 2);
• EC5: The study is not accessible in full-text;
• EC6: The study is a short paper (4 pages or less);
• EC7: The solution focuses on algorithmic level techniques for imbalanced data;
• EC8: The study does not detail the sampling techniques or ML models implemented in

the solution—answering FQ2 and FQ4;
• EC9: The study validates the proposed solution through datasets from multiple applica-

tions.

Papers filtering started at the initial search from each digital library, removing results com-
plying with EC1 and EC2. This process did not have any date restraint, therefore collecting
all results published in conferences or journals, andwritten in English. Then, one filter by title
and one filter by abstract extracted studies meeting EC3 and EC4. After that, a combination
of the remaining papers removed repeated works.
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Table 4 Quality scores for the
answers of research questions

Answer Score Criterion

Y 1.0 The paper entirely answers the question

P 0.5 The paper partially answers the question

N 0.0 The paper does not address the topic
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319
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Fig. 2 Filtering process

Subsequently, the original papers went through a filter based on the three-pass method
[37], excluding papers complying with EC5, EC6, and EC7. Finally, a careful full-text read
selected the most representative works for the research purposes. The final step rejected
algorithmic level solutions, low-quality papers, and papers without a single predetermined
application—meeting EC7, EC8, or EC9.

3.4 Quality Assessment

Following the scoring system proposed by Kitchenham et al. [32], this paper evaluates the
selected papers’ quality applying FQs 1 to 5—since they inherently structure the research.
Table 4 presents theQA scores, attributing better values formore satisfactory answers through
a classification between Yes (Y), Partially (P), and No (N). Additionally, this study also
presents the H-Index, year of publication, and type of venue of each paper.

4 Results

The collection of results in all 7 digital libraries integrated 9927 studies. After an eight-step
filtering process, the selection of the representative works resulted in the 35 papers indicated
in the QA (Table 5). Figure 2 details the filtering process.
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Table 5 Quality assessment

ID Ref. Year Venue FQ1–FQ4 FQ5 QA H-Index

1 [68] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 110

2 [65] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 127

3 [57] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 119

4 [47] 2020 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 20

5 [48] 2019 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 –

6 [39] 2020 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 68

7 [56] 2018 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 38

8 [52] 2016 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 180

9 [63] 2019 Conference 1.0 1.0 5.0 –

10 [46] 2016 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 –

11 [53] 2017 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 –

12 [42] 2019 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 –

13 [54] 2020 Conference 1.0 0.0 4.0 –

14 [64] 2020 Conference 1.0 0.5 4.5 –

15 [55] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 71

16 [41] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 22

17 [62] 2015 Journal 1.0 0.5 4.5 103

18 [60] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.5 4.5 66

19 [40] 2021 Journal 1.0 0.5 4.5 70

20 [50] 2020 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 43

21 [59] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 18

22 [43] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.5 4.5 44

23 [44] 2013 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 108

24 [51] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 52

25 [66] 2019 Conference 1.0 1.0 5.0 –

26 [58] 2021 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 130

27 [49] 2019 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 143

28 [38] 2006 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 87

29 [71] 2019 Conference 1.0 0.5 4.5 76

30 [70] 2017 Journal 1.0 0.5 4.5 92

31 [67] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 184

32 [61] 2019 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 4

33 [45] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 102

34 [72] 2013 Journal 1.0 1.0 5.0 121

35 [69] 2020 Journal 1.0 0.0 4.0 87

The selected studies completely answer FQs 1 to 4, so Table 5 merges their quality score
in the column “FQ1-FQ4”. The only majorly unanswered question details development tools
(FQ5). Therefore, all works have their QA between 4 and 5. This result indicates good quality
papers—detailing application, sampling techniques, and ML models.
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4.1 GQ1: How have preprocessing techniques been used to optimize Machine
Learning from imbalanced datasets?

Data preparation is fundamental for ML. Hence, several preprocessing techniques can be
applied to improve the learning process in applications with imbalanced datasets.

Cohen et al. [38] published the first study filtered in the search process. The authors
proposed the use of two clustering techniques in a hybrid model: Agglomerative Hierar-
chical Clustering (AHC)-based oversampling and K-Means-based undersampling. Tested
against RandomUnderSampling (RUS) andRandomOverSampling (ROS), the hybridmodel
achieved themost effective results with 5 differentMLmodels—improving hospital-acquired
(nosocomial) infection prediction.

Lee and Kim [39] also compared RUS, ROS, and a hybrid approach (RUS+ROS) with
different sampling probabilities for DL-based toxicity classification in nuclear receptor
compounds. The hybrid model enhanced specificity and sensitivity without compromising
accuracy for two models—SCFP and FP2VEC.

Other works also create hybrid models combining RUS and oversampling through syn-
thetic sample generation. Mahadevan and Arock [40] advanced ensemble learning by using
RUS and Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE). The system achieved
the best results for review rating prediction in e-commerce – compared to other models.
RUS+SMOTE avoided induced bias and loss of useful information.

Complementary hybridmodels applied clustering techniques for undersampling with syn-
thetic oversampling.Rustamet al. [41] appliedEditedNearestNeighbour (ENN) andSMOTE
for improving the performance of cerebral infarction detection in hospital patients through
SVM.The experimental results show that the performance of Support VectorMachine (SVM)
classifiers is improved by using these techniques—which produce better accuracy as a hybrid
algorithm rather than individually.

Similarly, Chang et al. [42] implemented hybrid sampling with ENN and ADAptive SYN-
thetic sampling (ADASYN) for enhancing the sensitivity of fraud identification in telephones
through Stacked-SVM. Han et al. [43] developed a credit scoring solution preprocessed by
a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-based majority undersampling and SMOTE. Based on
tested ML metrics with both Logistic Regression (LR) and Decision Trees (DT), the authors
assessed that the proposed algorithm generally performs better than 11 standard sampling
algorithms.

Marqués et al. [44] also proposed credit scoring solutions by testing 8 undersampling
and oversampling techniques with LR and SVM. The authors concluded that oversampling
generally outperforms undersampling for both ML models. Following a congruent path,
Pereira et al. [45] compared 8 well-known sampling techniques in order to identify COVID-
19 from a record of chest X-Ray images. The most effective combination results from ENN
with a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) model.

Vu et al. [46] tested different techniques for encrypted network traffic identification. The
study shows that ConDensed Nearest Neighbour (CDNN) and SVM-based SMOTE (SVM-
SMOTE) performed the best as undersampling and oversampling techniques, respectively.
However, both techniques proved to be slow compared to simpler algorithms, such as RUS,
ROS, and SMOTE. Correspondingly, Shamsudin et al. [47] also achieved one of the highest
precision and recall with a hybrid model between SVM-SMOTE and RUS—for credit card
fraud detection with Random Forest (RF).

Haldar et al. [48] addressed epilepsy detection by applying the hybrid sampling technique
Selective Preprocessing of Imbalanced Data, also known as SPIDER, with 3 different ML
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models. The results showed that SPIDER with the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier
achieved the best performance.

Malhotra published two studies on software source code problems [49, 50]. The first, with
Kamal [49], implements a modified version of the SPIDER2 algorithm, called SPIDER3.
The proposed solution for software defect prediction performed better than SPIDER2 and
the original SPIDER. However, ADASYN achieved the best average results in combination
with 5 ML models.

In addition, Malhotra and Lata [50] performed an empirical study for selecting the best
well-known sampling techniques and ML models for software maintainability prediction.
After conducting tests with 14 techniques and 8 models, the authors found that Safe Level
SMOTE (SL-SMOTE) significantly outperformed other techniques. The study also achieved
relevant results with hybrid sampling between ENN and SMOTE, as well as Tomek Links
(TL) and SMOTE.

Ma et al. [51] improved SL-SMOTE through an evolutionary optimization process for the
algorithm’s parametrization. The solution, named Evolutionary SL-SMOTE (ESL-SMOTE),
achieved the highest metrics for seminal quality prediction with AdaBoost against related
works. Additionally, the results indicate that the preprocessing technique achieves good recall
for other models—such as Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) and SVM.

Five works applied only SMOTE for improving ML and retaining superior overall results
[52–56]. Yan et al. [52] achieved good results for lung cancer recurrence prediction with
Gaussian Radial Basis Function Network (GRBFN). Moreover, Purnami and Trapsilasiwi
[53] advanced breast cancer malignancy classification from biopsy records through Least
Squares SVM (LS-SVM).

Another two SMOTE-focused studies used SMOTE in biology applications. Dewi et al.
[54] improved stability of patchouli (flowering plants) classification with Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM). Additionally, Zhang et al. [55] achieved higher accuracy for Protein-Protein
Interactions (PPI) hot spots identification than related works through SMOTE and RF.

Gicić and Subasi [56] applied SMOTE in order to improve credit scoring for micro-
enterprises of theminority class (poor).After preprocessing at 100%and200%of theminority
sample and testing with 15 classical and ensemble ML models, the authors concluded that
the minority classification improved significantly and retained superior results overall.

Tra et al. [57] introduced a solution for diagnosing fault symptoms in the insulation
oil of power transformers. The authors implemented an algorithm for improving SMOTE by
estimating a local reachability distance of themajority andminority sampleswith twoclusters.
The Adaptive SMOTE (ASMOTE) algorithm achieved a higher classification accuracy than
ROS and SMOTE with the proposed MLP model.

Comparably, Jiang and Li [58] improved fault detection in wind turbines by combin-
ing Dependent Wild Boostrap (DWB) with SMOTE (DWB-SMOTE). Since wind buffers
have multivariate time-series of sensors from several subsystems, the proposed CNN model
generated better temporal-dependent synthetic samples and, consequently, better results.

Faris et al. [59] tested various oversampling techniques andMLmodels in order to predict
companies’ financial bankruptcy through financial and non-financial records. After analyz-
ing the results, the authors concluded that SMOTE with AdaBoost achieved promising and
reliable predictions.

A modified version of SMOTE, called BorderLine SMOTE (BL-SMOTE), focuses on
synthetic sample generation at the boundary between classes. Smiti and Soui [60] proposed
this technique for companies’ financial bankruptcy prediction through DL. Jiang et al. [61]
also applied BL-SMOTE for heartbeat classification through electrocardiograms with CNN.
Both works achieved the best results with BL-SMOTE.
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Santos et al. [62] implemented a clustering-based oversampling approach through K-
Means++ and SMOTE for hepatocellular carcinoma survival prediction. ML with Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) and LR presented significantly better results than without clus-
tering or oversampling. Alternatively, Tashkandi and Wiese [63] applied K-means++ for
undersampling. The results indicated an improvement in the prediction accuracy of mortality
risk prediction in Intensive Care Units (ICUs) through different classical and ensemble ML
models.

Zhou et al. [64] undersampled standard features for lower back pain early diagnosis
through K-Means clustering—testing both stratified sampling and Manhattan distance. In
general, these techniques improved the performance of all tested models for different “k”
values.

Three papers proposed synthetic oversampling through a recent technique based on ML,
called Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [65–67]. Liu et al. [65] developed GAN
for balancing individual and fused sensor data of rotating machinery, such as bearing and
gearbox. After learning with a multi-class CNN, the proposed techniques showed effective
results in a wide range of IRs.

In addition, Gangwar and Ravi [66] applied GAN and Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) over-
sampling for a highly imbalanced dataset of credit card transactions.According to the authors,
the results against ROS, SMOTE, and ADASYN indicate that GAN-based methods control
FP spectacularly without affecting TP—which is essential for imbalanced data applications.

Yan et al. [67] implemented a Conditional WGAN (CWGAN) framework for multi-class
air handling units’ fault detection. Combined with quality control of the synthetic samples,
the solution improved results from different ML classifiers—reaching an accuracy of almost
1 for every model.

Data spatial distribution is important for optimized classification. Therefore, Wang and
Ye [68] implemented a spatial distribution-based sample generation for balancing historical
and simulated power system stability data. The solution classifies distance intervals through
KNN and creates properly distributed synthetic data through SMOTE—which feeds a Deep
Neural Network (DNN) for evaluating transient stability.

Nnamoko andKorkontzelos [69] also created an optimized version of SMOTE for enhanc-
ing diabetes prediction. The algorithm uses the InterQuartile Range (IQR) technique for
oversampling dispersed/extreme data before SMOTE, improving the training sample distri-
bution. According to the authors, IQR+SMOTE consistently produced the best accuracy for
different models and maintained the best overall metrics.

Liu et al. [70] introduced a Fuzzy-based OverSampling (FOS) algorithm for balanc-
ing tweets’ data in spam detection—optimizing the distribution in synthetic sampling. The
method improved precision for different ensemble learning models. However, ROS and RUS
achieved better accuracy.

Filho et al. [71] studied automated essay scoring throughML regression and classification
for Brazil’s National High School Examination (ENEM). After testing SMOTE, ADASYN,
ROS, and RUS, the authors concluded that random sampling performs better because the
employed vectorization for feature extraction has unusual spatial characteristics.

Lastly, Zhou [72] tested different preprocessing techniques in order to enhance corporate
bankruptcy prediction through ML. The authors concluded that there is no significant differ-
ence between the results of oversampling and undersamplingwith large amounts of data—for
instance, in a dataset of USA companies from 1981 to 2009. However, the computational
time is better in undersampling. When there is not much data, SMOTE performs the best
overall. Additionally, GMM-based undersampling and RUS are better than Cluster Centroid
(CC).
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Table 6 Domain areas of the reviewed applications

Domain Subdomain Application ID

Health (34.3%) Cancer (8.6%) Lung cancer recurrence 8

Breast cancer malignancy 11

Hepatocellular carcinoma survival 17

Hospital (14.3%) Risk of mortality in ICUs 9

Cerebral infarction 16

Nosocomial infections 28

Heartbeats 32

COVID-19 33

Others (11.4%) Epileptic seizure 5

Lower back pain 14

Seminal fluids quality 24

Diabetes 35

Finance (22.9%) Companies bankruptcy 18, 21, 34

Credit cards fraud 4, 25

Credit risk 7, 22, 23

Engineering (14.3%) Fault (14.3%) Power systems stability 1

Rotating machinery 2

Power transformers 3

Wind turbines 26

Air handling units 31

Biology (8.6%) Nuclear receptor compounds toxicity 6

Flowering plants species 13

PPI hot spot 15

Software (8.6%) Source code (5.7%) Maintainability 20

Defect 27

Others (2.9%) Network traffic data 10

Others (11.4%) Telephone fraud 12

E-commerce products rating 19

Essay score 29

Spam in tweets 30

4.2 FQ1:What are the domain areas of Machine Learning applications with
imbalanced datasets?

There are 5 central domain areas for 31 of the reviewed works: health, finance, engineering,
software, and biology. Additionally, 4 works are from other areas—classified as “others”.
Table 6 summarizes the domain areas and corresponding applications.

Health is the most prevalent domain, accounting for 12 studies. These studies differ in
their application and type of classification. For instance, the 3 cancer-related works classify
breast cancer malignancy [53], predict hepatocellular carcinoma survival [62], and predict
lung cancer recurrence [52].
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Nosocomial studies spread even more, proposing solutions for predicting risk of mortal-
ity in ICUs [63] and nosocomial infections [38], classifying heartbeats [61], and detecting
cerebral infarction [41].

A recent work also detects COVID-19 from chest X-ray images [45]. Other health domain
works introduce solutions such as detection of epileptic seizure [48] and lower back pain [64],
as well as prediction of semen quality [51] and diabetes [69].

Finance, on the other hand, deals with cost-effective correlated problems. Representing
8 works, they predict companies bankruptcy [59, 60, 72], credit risk [43, 44, 56], and credit
card fraud [47, 66].

Similarly, engineering studies propose solutions for fault diagnosis in different electrical
and mechanical engineering applications. Accounting for 5 works, the solutions improve sta-
bility in power systems [68], wind turbines [58], power transformers [57], rotatingmachinery
[65], and air handling units [67].

Furthermore, there are 3 papers related to software. These works improve ML for source
code maintainability [50] and defect prediction [49], as well as network traffic data classifi-
cation [46].

Biology also accounts for 3 studies. These studies introduce nuclear receptor compounds
toxicity prediction [39], flowering plants species [54] and PPI hot spot classification [55].

Finally, 4 papers from other areas deal with telephone fraud detection [42], e-commerce
rating prediction [40], essay score classification [71], and spam detection in tweets [70].

Dataset characteristics—such as features and IR—differ for each subdomain according to
its applications. The reviewed studies do not always explore these characteristics, difficulting
a comparative analysis. Specifically, some applications do not have enough data to infer
the exact IR. Therefore, 4 works overcame this problem and generalized their solution by
manually testing different IRs [39, 44, 65, 68].

Moreover, every domain area has particularities in its applications, demanding specialized
preprocessing procedures before sampling. For instance: time-series data in engineering [58,
65, 67, 68] and health [61]; image processing in health [38, 45, 52] and biology [54]; text
processing in other areas [40].

4.3 FQ2:Which preprocessing techniques are used to balance imbalanced datasets
for machine learning training?

The literature covers a wide variety of preprocessing techniques for ML applications with
specific characteristics and applications. This question focuses on sampling techniques for
balancing datasets before ML training. Consequently, preprocessing techniques for other
purposes, such as feature extraction, image, and natural language processing are not answered
in this section.

Some of the reviewed studies propose a sampling technique and compare them with
alternatives. Conversely, other reviews implement empirical analyses comparing several
techniques to discuss results and select the best one(s). Therefore, this systematic map-
ping classified the techniques applied in each paper between “proposed”, “compared” and
“selected”. Figure 3 shows a taxonomy of all sampling techniques, either proposed or com-
pared in the reviewed papers—indicated by ID below the corresponding box. The taxonomy
divides these algorithms into three types: “oversampling”, “undersampling”, and “hybrid
sampling”. Each algorithm is distributed according to its parent technique or type.

Additionally, Fig. 4a details the number of papers applying each technique in three
columns: proposed, compared, and selected. The figure presents the most used techniques as
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Fig. 3 Taxonomy of sampling techniques proposed or compared in the reviewed papers by ID

darker, while less used as lighter—based on a grayscale. These techniques are grouped by
their types and subtypes, following the taxonomy in Fig. 3. The rightmost column indicates
the percentage ratio of selected to proposed and compared techniques (relative performance).

The distribution of techniques in Fig. 4a shows a more significant interest in oversampling
and hybrid sampling for the proposed solutions. The studies frequently compare results with
standard oversampling and undersampling techniques—such as SMOTE, ADASYN, ROS,
and RUS. Namely, each has at least 10 implementations.

Techniques focused at the boundary between classes are also popular (BL-SMOTE, ENN,
and TL). Additionally, clustering-based algorithms are common in both oversampling and
undersampling. For instance, AHC, KM, and DBSCAN have implementations in both. Nev-
ertheless, clustering is more frequent in undersampling due to the grouping behavior.

In addition, the distribution of selected methods indicates growth in hybrid sampling and a
decrease in oversampling and undersampling – relative to the proposedmethods. Specifically,
13 of 35 papers tested hybrid sampling, out of which 9 (69.2%) were the best performing
sampling type [38–44, 47, 48]. In the remaining 4 papers, hybrid sampling is outperformed
by oversampling with KNN-SMOTE [68], SL-SMOTE [50], and ADASYN [49], and by
undersampling with ENN [45].

However, oversampling remains themost selected samplingmethod, proportionally. Over-
all, synthetic sample generation techniques have the best performance, either individually
or in hybrid models. The selected methods are composed of modified SMOTE algorithms
in 12 (34.3%), standard SMOTE in 10 (28.6%), ADASYN in 2 (5.7%), and AHC-OS in 1
(2.9%). Finally, GAN-based oversampling performed as the best techniques in 3 out of 4
papers (75%)—with GAN [65], WGAN [66], and CWGAN [67].

Pure undersampling techniques perform worse than the other types. Only 3 papers (8.6%)
selected undersampling techniques—ENN [45], CDNN [46], KMPP-US [63]. Nevertheless,
Tashkandi and Wiese [63] only compared KMPP-US other undersampling techniques, and
the relative performance for ENN andCDNNwas low—below or equal to 50%.Additionally,
Vu et al. [46] achieved similar results with CDNN and SVM-SMOTE (oversampling).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Quantitative analysis of the reviewed papers proposing, comparing, and selecting: a sampling tech-
niques; b Machine Learning models
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Similarly to Tashkandi and Wiese [63] for undersampling, 15 works [52–62, 65–67, 69]
applied or compared only oversampling techniques. This approach accounts for 46.9% of
the selected techniques and creates a bias towards oversampling. None of the studies using
hybrid sampling used this approach, improving the credibility of their results. Specifically, 6
papers [38–42, 47] selected hybrid sampling techniques after comparing them with the pure
oversampling and undersampling techniques composing them.

Three works indicate the need for testing different sampling techniques [46, 49, 70].
More specifically, 3 other works name the need for testing GAN-based oversampling [39,
58, 68], since related studies achieved good results. Reviewed studies also support GAN-
based approaches in their conclusions. Liu et al. [65] claim that GAN improves experimental
accuracy as the IR increases when compared to other sampling techniques. Gangwar and
Ravi [66] assert that WGAN outperforms GAN due to having a better objective function,
as well as envision investigating different generator architectures for improving results even
more.

Concerning the importance of hybrid sampling, 2 studies affirm that this is the best sam-
pling type for improving the classification of imbalanced data [40, 47]. According to both
studies, undersampling alone causes loss of information, while oversampling alone might
cause induced bias or overfitting—especially in highly imbalanced datasets.

4.4 FQ3: Are there any studies that use simulation data for preprocessing
imbalanced datasets?

There is only one study using simulation data—on power system stability [68]. However,
the authors used simulated data for training and testing, not as preprocessing support for
real-world data tests.

Even so, some of the domain areas have potentially applicable simulators for synthetic
data generation. For instance, electrical and mechanical engineering have fault simulators,
and health has exam simulators to this end.

From the 35 studies, 28 (80%) selected solutions based on synthetic oversampling
(SMOTE, ADASYN, AHC-OS, and GAN). Thus, using simulation data in suitable domain
areas can represent a means for optimizing results and accelerating training time. This accel-
eration is essential due to the high computational cost for synthetic data generation.

4.5 FQ4:WhichMachine Learningmodels are used in imbalanced data applications?

Similar to preprocessing techniques, the studied works test a wide variety of ML models to
improve predictions. From the 35 works, 15 (42.9%) propose a specific model and compare it
against alternatives. Conversely, 20 works (57.1%) implement empirical analyses comparing
multiple ML models to discuss results and select the best one.

Hence, following the method applied to sampling techniques, this review proposes a
taxonomy and a quantitative description of all ML models from the reviewed studies. The
taxonomy in Fig. 5 allocates models by their category, dividing into “classical”, “Neural
Networks” (NN), and “ensemble”. The figure also indicates the ID of papers applying each
model below the corresponding box. Moreover, Fig. 4 details the number of papers for
each ML model—grouping by the corresponding category, classifying between “proposed”,
“compared”, and “selected”, as well as showing the relative performance.

The distribution of models in Fig. 4 indicates a substantial interest in classical supervised
learning models for empirical studies—such as SVM, KNN, LR, DT, and NB. Even so, most
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Fig. 5 Taxonomy of Machine Learning models proposed or compared in the reviewed papers by ID

of the proposed ML models involve ANN and CNN optimally configured for the application
[57, 58, 61, 65]. This is specially noticeable in works of singularly used models, such as
SSDAE+LR [68], SCFP and FP2VEC [39], GRBFN [52], ELM [54], and SSAE+SF [60].

Comparatively, 6 out of 7 studies (85.7%) testing both NN and classical models achieved
better performance with NN models [45, 57, 58, 60, 62, 68]. Additionally, 5 NN models
achieved the best performance when not compared with classical models [39, 52, 54, 61, 65].
Conversely, 4 classical models achieved the best performance when not tested against NN
models [38, 41, 53, 69]—besides the 1 out of 7 studies that did and performed better [48].

Ultimately, ensemble models correspond to 9 (25.7%) of the best performing out of 35
papers. The results in Fig. 4 indicate that RF,AdaBoost, andBagging are frequently applied—
even with preprocessed imbalanced data.

The superiority of NN and ensemble models is noticeable in the studies’ conclusions,
mentioning the lack of these model categories as a limitation. Incidentally, 4 works expect
to apply NN models in future implementations [45, 61, 67, 71]. Additionally, 4 works want
to apply ensemble models [47, 49, 59, 71].

Finally, Jiang et al. [61] argue the importance of evaluating the most meaningful metrics
for improving imbalanced datasets—since many studies only consider the system’s accuracy.
Different applications have different priorities. For instance, Haldar et al. [48] focus on
improving the sensitivity of the minority class while sufficiently preserving the accuracy in
epileptic seizure detection (health). In applications such as disease detection, it is better to
guarantee all TPs (diagnoses) possible, even though this creates more FPs.
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Fig. 6 Development tools of the reviewed applications

4.6 FQ5:Which development tools are used for implementing the proposed
solutions?

Figure 6 shows the development tools applied for implementing the studies’ solutions. The
difficulty in answering this FQ is that most papers do not report any tools used for data
processing and ML. These papers account for 20 works (57.1%). The remaining 15 papers
report using at least one tool for data preprocessing,ML training, and testing. The completion
of this answer—such as programming language, package, and software—corresponds to the
QA score for FQ5 in Table 5.

The programming language Python is the most used tool, with ML models through the
packages Scikit-learn [66, 71], Keras [58], Tensorflow and Chainer [39]. Additionally, text
data applications use natural language processing packages, such as SpaCy [40], NLPNET
and NLTK [71]. Other use cases implement sampling techniques through Imbalanced-learn
[66] and user-developed scripts [43, 64].

Another programming language applied in the studies is MATLAB. Two studies employ
the language for implementing both preprocessing and ML models [60, 62]. In contrast, two
studies create a test systemwithMATLAB in conjunction with standardMLmodels from the
software Weka [49, 72]. Moreover, other solutions use only Weka for all experiments—such
as feature selection, sampling, ML training, and testing [52, 65].

Tashkandi and Wiese [63] compared solutions with the software RapidMiner Studio—
combining preprocessing, modeling, training, and testing. Finally, Malhotra and Lata [50]
created a testing system with the following tools: Data Collection and Reporting System
(DCRS) tool for data extraction through GIT repositories; Chidamber and Kemerer Java
Metrics (CKJV) tool for object-oriented metrics in Java source codes; Weka for outlier
analysis through IQR; Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary Learning (KEEL) tool
for sampling techniques and ML.

4.7 FQ6: Are there any correlations between domain areas and preprocessing
techniques or Machine Learningmodels?

Generally, the 5 central domain areas and “others”—segmented in Sect. 4.2—applied dis-
tinctive sampling techniques andMLmodels in their solutions. Figure 7 details the number of
sampling techniques and ML models selected by the authors of at least one paper within the
corresponding domain areas. Additionally, studies which did not select and clearly indicate
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Quantitative analysis in different domain areas for the selection of: a sampling techniques; bMachine
Learning models

at least one best performing method for the application have not been accounted for—such
as ML models in software (Fig. 7b).

Studies on health applied the most diverse methods, potentially due to the substantial
proportion of works (34.3%). This domain is the only one applying classical ML models.
Additionally, health is the only domain selecting pure undersampling techniques—apart from
one study on software [46].

Finance, the second most prevalent domain (22.9%), splits between using oversampling
and hybrid sampling techniques. However, for ML categories, 75% of the works indicate a
preference for ensemblemodels. In contrast, onework implements a specializedDLmodel for
bankruptcy prediction (SSDAE +SF)—although it does not compare results with ensemble
models [60].

Engineering studies (14.3%) selected an unanimous combination of methods: oversam-
pling and NN models. This domain has all applications related to fault detection—generally
suffering from high IR and benefiting from oversampling techniques.

Similarly to engineering, biology studies (8.6%) also selected only oversampling—
through SMOTE. Additionally, two studies split ML between NN, with ELM, and ensemble,
with RF.

Software studies did not select any best performingMLmodel. However, the three studies
(8.6%) achieved their best results through oversampling. One implementation, by Vu et al.
[46], points similar performance between SMOTE-SVM and CDNN (undersampling)—in
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Fig. 8 Reviewed studies per year by digital library and type of venue

less processing time with the latter. Finally, all studies in other areas (11.4%) indicate better
performance through hybrid sampling and ensemble models.

As pointed in Sects. 4.3 and 4.5 (FQ2 and FQ4), undersampling techniques and classical
models obtain generally worse results than other methods. These studies have only been
selected in the bigger sample of studies from the health domain. Therefore, better results
should be expected in all domain areas by implementing solutions with combinations of
oversampling or hybrid sampling with NN or ensemble models.

4.8 SQ1: How has the quantity of studies evolved?

Figure 8 shows the yearly publication of selected papers by the originated digital library and
type of venue. The research was performed at the beginning of April 2021 without any date
restraint.

The results indicate a growing interest in data level preprocessing techniques for ML in
imbalanced data applications, especially since 2019. Worth noting that EC7 and EC9 filtered
out some algorithmic level techniques and solutions for multiple applications—creating a
gap of representative works between 2007 and 2012. However, the authors found that papers
using these solutions followed a similar pattern of growing interest, presented in Fig. 8.

4.9 SQ2:Where have the studies been published?

The representative works selection integrates 35 publications. This selection shows that 25
journal publications correspond to 71.4%, and 10 conference publications account for 28.6%
of the studies reviewed in this paper. Figure 8 indicates the type of venue of these studies by
color.

The search process collected most selected papers through the digital libraries ACM,
Science Direct, and Springer Link, where each accounts for at least 20% of the results.
Additionally, only the journal “Artificial Intelligence in Medicine” has 2 works—one from
2006 [38], and the other from 2020 [69].
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Table 7 Lessons learned by answering the research questions

RQ# Lessons learned

FQ1 There are 5 central domain areas in imbalanced data applications: health (34.3%), finance
(22.9%), engineering (14.3%), biology (8.6%), and software (8.6%). These areas have
good references for new applications. New domains have the potential to be explored

FQ2 The studies applied 55 different sampling techniques—oversampling (55.5%),
undersampling (27.4%), and hybrid sampling (17.1%). Oversampling techniques
achieved the best performance among the existing types, whereas hybrid sampling
techniques performed better relatively (ratio of selected within tested studies)

FQ3 None of the studies used simulation as a means for optimizing synthetic data generation
and accelerating training time in oversampling. This technology could optimize results
and reduce computational costs in domains such as engineering and health

FQ4 The studies applied 45 different ML models—classical (54%), ensemble (24.8%), and NN
(21.2%). NN models achieved the best performance overall and relative to tested
studies, with ensemble models as a close second

FQ5 There are 3 recurrent development tools within the studies: Python, MATLAB, and Weka.
These tools have both sampling techniques and ML models already implemented as
resources

FQ6 Domain areas selected distinctive sampling techniques and ML models—especially in
health. However, there is a clear preference for oversampling in engineering, biology,
and software, while finance splits between oversampling and hybrid sampling. For ML,
engineering selected only NN models, and finance selected mostly ensemble models.
Other domains did not have a clear categorical preference

SQ1 There is a growing research interest in the subject, especially since 2019

SQ2 The 35 reviewed studies show a prevalence of journal publications, with 25 works
(71.4%), while the remaining 10 are from conferences. The digital libraries ACM,
Science Direct, and Springer Link account for at least 20% of the results individually

5 Conclusion

This paper applied a systematic mapping study to review current and effective data level
preprocessing techniques and ML models in imbalanced data applications. After an eight-
step filtering process, the selection of the representative works culminated in 35 papers.
The results section presents two taxonomies and quantitative classifications of proposed,
compared, and selected preprocessing techniques and ML models.

Overall, research studies mainly focus on applying standard or modified clustering-based
sampling techniques for balancing data. Specifically, oversampling is the most common
and also the best performing type of sampling, proportionally. Relatively, however, hybrid
sampling techniques can potentially surpass oversampling if future studies implement them.

ClassicalMLmodels such as SVM,KNN, andLR still are themost frequent. Nevertheless,
recent studies show an increase in NN models—from simple ANNs, like MLP, to complex
DLmodels. The results indicate that well configuredNNmodels tend to achieve better results
than classical models. Additionally, ensemble learning models also show promising results.

Ultimately, the results found in this systematic mapping study indicate that future works
may explore the usage of simulation-based oversampling for balancing data in ML appli-
cations. Moreover, a solution with hybrid sampling mixed with NN or ensemble learning
models can potentially achieve favorable results. Table 7 compiles the highlights from RQs’
answers.
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The lack of analyzable dataset characteristics is a limiting factor for this study. In future
literature reviews, the authors suggest the addition of an EC if studies do not present the
information of interest. An alternate study could be performed by reviewing papers with
well-known prefixed datasets from different domain areas.
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